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By Hughes, Jeffrey F. / Blair W. Thomas

IDG Books, California, 1998. Soft Cover. Book Condition: New. Diagrams throughout (illustrator).
First. 7 x 9 x 1 ". 1998 Softcover . New from publisher . Last one . Never opened, Never owned . Please
Note : This last one is the box has a small scrumple back corner of black glossy cover, with small
loss, and two feltpen marks bottom edge. It is not used, but it is not beautiful, and does not meet our
usual criteria for new books; it is clean and unused and more than serviceable, and the last one we
have available, so priced accordingly. 409 pages, weighing 1-1/2 pounds; published at $39.95 .
illustrated throughout with diagrams . This book teaches you how to 1 / Base your NDS tree design
on your LAN or WAN infratructure - facilitate network supoort by designing your tree in the shape of
a pyramid that reflects your infrastructure and resources . 2 / Divide NDS into partitions and
replicas - Provide increased performance, scalability, and fault tolerance by following the 12 rules
for dividing, distributing, and replicating information on multiple servers . 3 / Use NDS objects to
define organizatino, administration, and user access - Learn how...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is definitely not straightforward to start on looking at but really enjoyable to learn. It usually will not charge excessive. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- K a r ia nne Deckow-- K a r ia nne Deckow

This sort of publication is almost everything and taught me to hunting forward and much more. Yes, it is actually play, continue to an amazing and
interesting literature. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the best book we have read through inside my individual life and could be he finest book
for ever.
-- Enr ique Ritchie Sr .-- Enr ique Ritchie Sr .
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